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With examples including Penny Mordaunt on ‘Splash!’ and Michael Fabricant on ‘First Dates’
1

, it 

appears that politicians are increasingly likely to appear as contestants on reality television. Whilst 

there is ample discussion about what happened when these politicians appeared, there is little 

debate about how politicians can redeem their reputation and re-legitimise themselves using reality 

television. Therefore, my project aimed to fill this gap and explored how politicians are presented 

on reality television, assessing whether this could help them to achieve political redemption - 

forgiveness for past political transgressions. I specifically looked at ‘previously failed politicians’, for 

instance, those who had experienced electoral defeats, and developed a coding framework to 

conduct video content analysis to try and explore their presentation. The five aspects of my 

framework were: display of emotion; authenticity; comedic elements; mention of private life and 

reference to the past.  

 

My research was focused on Ed Balls on series 

14 of ‘Strictly Come Dancing’. Ed transformed 

his reputation from bland politician to ‘folk 

hero’, and now stands as one of the most 

popular politicians in the UK
23

, so I felt he was 

an appropriate case study to explore. I used a 

mixed methods approach of case studies, video 

content analysis and my quantitative framework 

to assess how he was presented and whether 

this helped him to achieve political redemption.  

 

My findings showed that Ed frequently displayed authenticity, comedy and emotion. His 

authenticity was shown by his resilience and enjoyment, saying after his Cha-Cha-Cha that “even if 

Craig gives me a two, I still love that!”
4

 and his ability to be unphased by his consistently negative 

comments showed him as someone who persevered and could handle criticism. Ed displayed a 

range of emotions, from feeling nervous to describing his gratitude to be able to dance with Katya 

and the “wonderful band”
5

. The entertainment factor was consistently pursued, with Ed 
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performing characters such as a male model, dragon slayer and mad scientist, meaning comedic 

elements were frequent. Mention of private life was mainly used to expand on Ed’s emotions and 

feelings. Moreover, references to the past were discussed at the beginning of the series, when Ed 

takes Katya to the Houses of Parliament, but as the show progressed, the focus is on Ed’s character 

and references to his past career go silent.  

 

This suggests that politicians’ redemption can be achieved by presenting them as ordinary 

individuals, rather than focusing on their past transgressions. This agrees with the literature that 

showing different emotions allows politicians to resonate with voters more closely, increasing their 

popularity
67

. Displaying authenticity seems one of the central ways for politicians to achieve political 

redemption when they appear on reality television.  

 

I wanted to enhance the internal validity of my coding 

framework
8

 so I tested my framework against Jess 

Philip’s appearance on ‘The Great British Celebrity 

Bake Off’. Jess was an interesting case to compare as 

she was both a female and sitting politician. Jess 

displayed ordinariness, saying her baking was a “total 

mess!”
9

 and her light-hearted nature added to her 

authenticity. Her appearance would have achieved 

political redemption as it had the needed relatability 

that would have resonated well with the public
10

.  

 

It is evident that displaying authenticity and emotion, along with comedic moments, can help 

previously failed politicians to achieve political redemption through reality television. This suggests 

that in order to re-legitimise and redeem their reputations, politicians need to show ordinariness 

and relatability with their voters, creating a positive image and popularity. My coding framework 

was shown to be applicable to other politicians’ appearances and that it is feasible for studying 

sitting and former politicians’.  
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